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Dynamic Contour Error Estimation and Feedback

Modification for High-Precision Contouring
Azad Ghaffari, Member, IEEE, and A. Galip Ulsoy, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Cross-coupling control (CCC), which acts on con-
tour error, is intended to improve contouring precision of multi-
axis servosystems. The contour error estimate (CEE) significantly
affects contouring precision. Conventional CEE methods rely on
static single-point techniques to reconstruct contour error using
current position error and an estimate of the reference map at
the lead point. The performance of such static CEE methods
deteriorates dramatically with increasing contour feedrate and
at sharp corners. Hence, a dynamic CEE algorithm based on the
Newton update algorithm is proposed to achieve high-precision
CEE. Since the convergence rate of the Newton algorithm is user
assignable and independent of the reference contour, the proposed
CEE stays almost identical to the contour error for vastly
different feedrates or sharp corners. Multi-axis cross-coupling
adds more design steps for the position control loops. Therfore,
in this paper, feedback signals are modified such that a separate
cross-coupling controller is no longer needed. It has been shown,
analytically and experimentally, that the modified feedback in
combination with integral sliding mode control (ISMC) provides
simpler design and fewer steps in comparison to conventional
CCC designs. Moreover, the proposed CEE and the concept
of modified feedback together result in reduced contour error.
Various experiments are reported to show the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm at high feedrates and for sharp corners.

Index Terms—Servosystems, estimation, iterative algorithms,
Newton method, sliding mode control.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE contour error (see Fig. 1(a)) in multidimensional

contouring is defined as the shortest distance between the

actual position and the reference contour. High-performance

position control algorithms are important for reducing contour

error [8], [14]. However, position control algorithms usually

are designed for a specific servosystem to track a basic group

of reference maps. Moreover, in reality it is not practical to

develop a controller to cover a wide range of reference maps

with vastly different feedrates and curvatures. Regardless of

the system’s dynamic accuracy and advanced control design,

all position control algorithms act in the tangential direction

with respect to the reference maps while the contour error is

measured in the normal direction from the current position to

the reference map. In response to this contouring problem,

Koren [15], [16] proposed the idea of the cross-coupling

control (CCC) for linear and circular contours which was then

further developed and enhanced in subsequent research [2]–

[4], [12], [13], [17], [20], [23], [24], [27]. Recently, Tang

and Landers [28] have presented a comparative survey on

published cross-coupling algorithms up to 2012.
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The CCC algorithm differs from position synchronization

algorithms which are used when a number of servosystems

(or other moving structures) are required to follow the same

tasks simultaneously [18], [26], [30]. More specifically, cross-

coupling control algorithms reduce the contour error in a

standalone servosystem, such as a machine tool, while position

synchronization algorithms maintain the same level of position

precision among a group of servosystems or parallel axes.

A high-precision position synchronization algorithm may not

guarantee high-precision contouring or vice versa.

To understand the need for, and effect of, the CCC algo-

rithm in high precision contouring one needs to distinguish

between the objectives of position tracking and contouring.

The objective of position tracking is reaching the target point

without specific requirements on the path to the target point.

It is always possible to design the position control such that

certain transient performance features, like response time and

steady state error, are satisfied. However, in contouring, staying

as close as possible to the reference map is as important

as tracking the lead point of the reference map. In other

words, the position control governs the contour to the current

reference without considering the past reference data. The

contouring process can be divided into two phases: 1) tracking

phase and 2) reaching phase. The position control is usually

designed to achieve the tracking phase while the CCC algo-

rithm guarantees that the contour reaches to the closest vicinity

of the reference map. Geometrically, the position control acts

in the tangential direction with respect to the current reference

point and the CCC acts in the normal direction. Summation

of the control signals issued by the position controller and

the CCC guarantees reduced contour error in comparison to

the case without CCC. When model uncertainties and external

disturbances are present the effect of the CCC algorithm is

more pronounced.

Obtaining a close estimate of the contour error is crucial

prior to CCC design. The Contour Error Estimate (CEE) is a

key part of each CCC algorithm [6], [15], [19], [25], [31]–

[33], [35]. Current CEE algorithms rely on algebraic methods

which use the reference map information and actual position

and velocity in order to calculate the estimate of the contour

error in a single step. However, such static CEE algorithms are

not sufficiently accurate for high feedrate reference signals or

for contour maps with sharp corners and deep curves.

A static CEE uses linear or circular approximation of the

contour at each time step in order to provide an estimation

of the contour error. The static CEE methods are based upon

the Taylor series expansion with different levels of precision.

Thus, when the current position error suddenly increases or
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when the reference contour is highly-curved, then the relia-

bility of the static CEE algorithm deteriorates dramatically.

A dynamic CEE algorithm is presented here to overcome the

limitations imposed by static CEE algorithms.

Assume that the contour map is smooth and the current

position is located close to the reference contour. One can

then approximate the distance between the current position

and the reference contour as a quadratic function with a local

minimum point associated with the contour error and use an

extremum seeking algorithm to find the location and value of

the contour error. Gradient-descent algorithms find the local

extremum point using the actual or estimated value of the

cost function gradient. However, gradient-descent depends on

the cost function shape. The contour error in a Computer

Numerically Controlled (CNC) system generates a wide range

of cost functions with vastly different curvature which changes

from one time step to the next. Newton-based extremum

seeking is more sophisticated and removes the closed-loop

performance dependence on the cost function shape [11], [21].

In this paper a dynamic CEE using the Newton-based update

law is presented to achieve high-precision contouring for high-

speed operation with highly-curved contour maps. Since the

reference contour is known, analytically or numerically, one

can reconstruct the gradient and the Hessian of the contour

error at each time step [10].

The proposed CEE algorithm is multivariable by its nature

and can be easily applied to multi-axis contouring struc-

tures without further modification. In order to implement the

Newton-based CEE algorithm one needs to have access to the

first order derivative of the reference vector. We introduce an

estimate of the Hessian of the contour error using only the first

order derivative of the reference vector. The proposed Hessian

estimate reduces the numerical effort of the CEE algorithm

and improves its convergence time.

The sliding mode class of controllers are well-known for

their ability in compensating for the effect of dynamic un-

certainty and external disturbances. In this paper, an integral

sliding mode control (ISMC) is used for position control of

each axis [18], [22], [26], [30]. Instead of designing a separate

controller for cross-coupling, the concept of modified feedback

is introduced to incorporate the effect of contour error in

the ISMC. This modification is enabled by obtaining the

components of the contour error vector in the direction of each

axis. The modification reduces the control design steps, and

when used with the proposed CEE, maintains accurate con-

touring for vastly different contour maps. A stability analysis

shows that the position error and contour error asymptotically

converge to zero. Moreover, the integrated control algorithm

is supplied with adaptive disturbance estimation in order to

enhance closed-loop performance. The effectiveness of the

proposed contouring scheme is verified by conducting various

experiments with reference maps with different feedrates and

curvature. The experimental results confirm that the proposed

algorithm performs as much as two times better than the

conventional variable gain CCC. Moreover, the proposed al-

gorithm accurately tracks contours with sharp corners.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II presents the proposed CEE algorithms. Section III
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Fig. 1. (a) Contour error (b) cost function map

explains the modified feedback, ISMC design, and adaptive

disturbance estimation. Section IV describes technical details

of the experimental setup. Section V provides various ex-

perimental results. The last section includes the concluding

remarks.

II. NEWTON-BASED CONTOUR ERROR ESTIMATE

Dynamic equations of axis i are given as

d

dt
pi = vi (1)

d

dt
vi =−

1

τi
vi +

ki
τi
ui +

ki
τi
di, (2)

where ui is command, di is disturbance input including load,

vi is velocity, pi is position, ki is DC gain, and τi is time

constant for axis i, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Position vector of

the servosystem is defined as p(t) = [p1(t) p2(t) · · · pn(t)]
T

.

Assume the reference contour map is parametrized by θ

r(θ) = [r1(θ) r2(θ) · · · rn(θ)]
T
, (3)

where θ is a real number and indicates the current position

along the reference path. Current position is p(mτs), where

τs is the sampling period of the CNC and m is the time-step

number. The contour error, ǫ∗, is the shortest distance from

the current position to the reference contour. Let ǫ∗ occur at

θ∗, i.e., ǫ∗ = r(θ∗)−p(mτs). Denote by θ̂ the estimate of θ∗.

Define a cost function as

J(θ̂) =
1

2
‖ ǫ(θ̂) ‖2, ǫ(θ̂) = r(θ̂)− p(mτs), (4)

where ‖ · ‖ represents the Euclidean norm and ǫ is distance

from current position to the reference contour. The minimum

value of the cost function is associated with the values ǫ∗ and

θ∗ that minimize J(θ̂). A schematic of the contour error for

a two-axis system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Remark 1: Assume that the current position is sufficiently

close to the reference map and r(θ) has smooth curvature

everywhere. Then, at each time step, one can replace the

contour with its tangent estimate, p2 = λp1+ζ, where λ and ζ
are unknown constant parameters varying from one time step

to the next. For the p1 − p2 planar contour shown in Fig. 1,

the quadratic approximate of the cost function is given as

J ≈ J∗ +
1

2
(1 + λ)2 (p1 − p∗

1
)
2

(5)
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with a minimum value of

J∗ =

(

p2(mτs)− λp1(mτs)− ζ

λ2 + 1

)2

(6)

at

p∗
1
=
p1(mτs) + (p2(mτs)− ζ) λ

λ2 + 1
. (7)

Since r1(θ
∗) = p∗

1
, one can find θ∗ from p∗

1
.

Since the tangent estimate of the contour at each time

step requires prior knowledge of the optimal parameter, θ∗,

the explicit approximation given by (6) and (7) cannot be

implemented. Static CEE algorithms use the actual position

and velocity measurements and reference contour information

to approximate the tangent line in order to calculate the

contour error from (6) and (7) [5], [7], [15], [19], [33],

[34]. However, for high feedrates or highly curved contouring

applications static CEE algorithms do not yield precise contour

error estimation.

Here a dynamic CEE is proposed to estimate θ∗ and J∗ in

order to increase both contouring precision and speed. A plot

of the cost function, J(θ̂), for a sufficiently smooth contour at

time step m is shown in Fig. 1(b). The contour reference map

and position measurements are available from all axes. Hence,

a model-based extremum seeking algorithm, e.g., gradient-

descent or the Newton-based algorithm, can be used to find

J∗. Moreover, the Newton-based algorithm alleviates conver-

gence dependence on contour shape and maintains a uniform

transient over a wide range of contour shapes and feedrates.

Hence, here the Newton-based extremum seeking algorithm is

used [11]:
d

dt
θ̂ = −α

g

h
, (8)

where α is a positive gain, g is the gradient and h is the

Hessian of the cost function with respect to θ̂. The Newton-

based CEE at each time step finds the estimate of θ∗ and J∗.

One can calculate from (4) the associated contour error using

θ̂ ≈ θ∗.

The Newton-based algorithm requires calculation of the

gradient and the Hessian. It is possible to calculate the gradient

of J(θ̂), analytically or numerically

g =
∂

∂θ̂
J(θ̂)

= ǫT
∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂). (9)

Also, the second order derivative of J(θ̂) with respect to θ,

the Hessian, is calculated as

h=
∂2

∂θ̂2
J(θ̂)

= ǫT
∂2

∂θ̂2
r(θ̂)+ ‖

∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂) ‖2 . (10)

Assume that the contour error estimate, ǫ, is reasonably

small and the contour map has smooth curves, then one can

approximate (10) as

h ≈‖
∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂) ‖2 (11)

r(·) +

p(mτs)

×
∂

∂θ̂
(·)

×‖ · ‖2

ω

s+ ω
−α

1

s

θ̂ ǫ(θ̂) = r(θ̂)− p(mτs)−

g

h ÷

g

h

Fig. 2. Proposed Newton-based CEE

which is always positive semi-definite and improves the

stability margin of the Newton-based CEE. Moreover, the

computational burden for (11) is less than (10).

A schematic of the proposed Newton-based CEE is shown

in Fig. 2. A linear filter is introduced to remove undesired

high frequency oscillations from the parameter update law

to achieve smooth transients. The filter bandwidth, ω, is

designed with respect to the control loop sampling time, τs,

and reference contour feedrate. Large values of ω reduce the

stability margin of the Newton-based CEE algorithm. The

adaptation gain, α, needs to be designed such that the Newton-

based CEE is sufficiently faster than the highest reference

feedrate.

Remark 2: The estimate of θ∗ is defined as θ̂. Denote θ̃ =
θ̂−θ∗ as the parameter error. Without loss of generality and for

simplicity assume p1 = r1(θ̂), where its linear approximation

can be written as p1 = p∗
1
+ ηθ̃ + O(θ̃2), where O(·) stands

for order of the terms. Replacing p1 in (5) and truncating the

higher order terms gives

J(θ̃) ≈ J∗ +
1

2
η2(1 + λ2)θ̃2. (12)

From the approximate cost function (12) the gradient equals

g = η2(1 + λ2)θ̃. Also, the second order derivative of J(θ̃)
with respect to θ̃, the Hessian, equals h = η2(1 + λ2). Then

the Newton-based update law (8) gives

d

dt
θ̃ = −αθ̃ (13)

which indicates that the convergence rate and transient per-

formance of the proposed Newton-based CEE is determined

mainly by the feedback gain, α.

Expansion of the stability analysis of the Newton-based

CEE algorithm to multi-axis servosystems becomes more

complex. However, it is possible to investigate the stability

of the algorithm intuitively. Substituting (9) and (11) into the

parameter update law (8) gives

d

dt
θ̂=−α

ǫT (θ̂)rt(θ̂)

‖ ∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂) ‖

, rt(θ̂) =

(

∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂)

‖ ∂

∂θ̂
r(θ̂) ‖

)

, (14)

where rt(θ̂) is the unit tangent vector of the contour map

at θ̂. Inner product of ǫ and rt equals ǫT rt which indicates
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Fig. 3. Cost function with multiple extremum points for (a) sharp corners
and (b) circular deep curves

the projection of contour error estimate, ǫ, along the tangent

vector. The Newton-based law (14) updates θ̂ in the opposite

direction of ǫT rt until θ̂ reaches θ∗ where ǫT rt = 0 which

proves that the estimate of contour error is aligned with the

contour error, ǫ∗.

Remark 3: The result of the Newton-based CEE is local,

meaning that one cannot guarantee global convergence. In

special cases, where the reference contour has sharp corners or

deep curves, as shown in Fig. 3, if the actual position is located

on the dotted line at the top left-hand side contour or at the

center of the dotted circle on the top right-hand side contour,

the cost function will have multiple extremum points. Such

cases, however, only happen at certain time steps and due to

the effect of the control algorithm the next position will be off

the dotted line. The same reasoning applies to the right-hand

side scenario. Moreover, at each step one can initialize θ̂ using

the final estimate of θ∗ from the last step, θ̂m−1. Without loss

of generality, one can assume θ is constantly increasing with

time, then θ̂m−1 is close to θa. Hence, the proposed Newton-

based CEE converges to a local minimum closer to θa which

gives the actual contour error. Also, one can easily avoid these

extreme scenarios by using appropriate contour interpolation.

III. FEEDBACK MODIFICATION FOR CROSS-COUPLING

Denote position error and velocity error for each axis as

p̃i = ri − pi and ṽi = dri/dt − vi, respectively. The CEE

vector ǫ = [ǫ1 ǫ2 · · · ǫn]
T is obtained from the Newton-

based algorithm, where ǫi indicates the effect of contour error

along axis i. Existing contouring algorithms can be classified

into two categories with separate controllers for: 1) position

tracking and cross-coupling [15], and 2) normal and tangential

directions of the contour map [20], [32]. In this work integral

sliding mode control (ISMC) is used to perform position

tracking along each axis. Instead of designing a separate

controller for cross-coupling, the concept of modified feedback

is proposed to incorporate the effect of contour error in the

system dynamics to modify the ISMC such that cross-coupling

is achieved. Define the following modified error variables

p̌i = p̃i + γǫi (15)

v̌i = ṽi + γ
d

dt
ǫi, (16)

where γ is a positive constant. A trade-off between position

tracking and contouring can be achieved by proper selection

of γ. In other words, γ = 0 results in no cross-coupling and

large γ means low-performance position tracking. Using p̌ and

v̌ and system equations (1) and (2) gives

d

dt
p̌i = v̌i (17)

d

dt
v̌i =−

1

τi
v̌i −

ki
τi
ui +

d2

dt2
ri +

1

τi

d

dt
ri −

ki
τi
ďi, (18)

where

ďi = di−
γ

ki

(

τi
d2

dt2
ǫi +

d

dt
ǫi

)

, |τi
d2

dt2
ǫi+

d

dt
ǫi| ≤ Ni, (19)

which augments the first and second order derivatives of the

CEE in disturbance to avoid noise amplification during control

design and implementation. One can then design ISMC based

on (17) and (18) using the equivalent control design method,

the result of which is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Assume a multi-axis servosystem is given as

(1) and (2), and the disturbances acting on the system are

upper-bounded as |di| ≤ Mi, where Mi is a positive real

number. Moreover, the reference inputs, ri(θ), and their first

time derivatives, dri(θ)/dt, are smooth and differentiable.

Assume an estimate of contour error is available such that

|τid
2ǫi/dt

2 + dǫi/dt| ≤ Ni, where Ni is a positive real

number. Control signals of the form:

uismc

i =

(

(ai + bi)τi − 1

ki

)

v̌i +

(

aibiτi
ki

)

p̌i +

+
τi
ki

d2

dt2
ri +

1

ki

d

dt
ri + κiµisat

(

σi
µi

)

, (20)

govern the system asymptotically to the desired reference

positions for positive real numbers ai, bi, µi, and γ, and the

switch parameter satisfying

κi ≥
kiMi + γNi

µiki
+
biτi
ki

. (21)

The switching equation is given as

σi = v̌i + aip̌i + biqi, (22)

where
d

dt
qi = −biqi + µisat

(

σi
µi

)

, (23)

where sat(x) = x for |x| ≤ 1 and sat(x) = sign(x) for

|x| > 1. �

Proof: An outline of the proof is presented. Define a

Lyapunov function as Wi = σ2

i /2. Using control signal (20)

and the condition (21) one can easily show that dWi/dt is

negative definite which proves that the sliding surface is stable.

Then, using linearization for |σi| ≤ µi one can show that the

equilibrium is asymptotically stable.
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Fig. 4. Integrated CCC of a two-axis servosystem using Newton-based CEE
and modified ISMC

Remark 4: Stability analysis of the ISMC design for a n-axis

servosystem shows that the equilibrium of the servosystem is
[

p̌T◦
v̌T◦

]

=

[

01×n

01×n

]

, (24)

which gives ṽT = 01×n. Moreover, summation of position

error vector p̃ and weighted contour error estimate, γǫ, is zero

which indicates that either both p̃ and γǫ are zero or they

are the same size in opposite directions. Assuming that the

contour map is sufficiently smooth and the actual position

is in a reasonably close neighborhood of the contour map,

it is possible to conclude that p̃ and γǫ are not in opposite

directions. Hence, the modified error p̌ is only zero when both

the position error p̃ and the contour error ǫ are zero.

The proposed control design of (20) ensures closed-loop

stability and perfect position tracking for an upper-bounded

disturbance signal with unknown dynamics. The disturbance

dynamics is not considered. Although, one can use the estimate

of the disturbance signal to compensate for the unknown

dynamics of the disturbance.

To improve position tracking precision the following distur-

bance estimate is introduced

d

dt
d̂i = −cid̂i + ciξi, (25)

where

ξi =
τi
ki

(zi + vi) +
vi
ki

− ui, (26)

d

dt
zi =−wizi − wivi. (27)

Finally, the proposed integrated cross-coupling algorithm

for a two-axis servosystem is shown in Fig. 4. The next

section explains an experimental setup designed to verify the

proposed CEE and modified ISMC for cross-coupling for

different reference maps.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two linear stages are used to build a two-axis table to

perform experiments, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 5.

The two-axis table includes two linear stages with different
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Fig. 5. Schematic of experimental setup

lengths and the same servo-drive actuators. Technical infor-

mation for the linear stages is given in Table I. Axis-1 length

is 150 mm and Axis-2 is 100 mm long. Each linear stage

has a brushless DC motor which includes Hall sensor signals

for commutation, and an incremental encoder for position and

speed measurement. Three phase power signals to the DC

motors are denoted as ABC. The motors maximum continuous

current is 3 A.

Servo-drive model AKD-P00606 from Kollmorgen R© is used

as an analog amplifier with a proportional current control loop

implemented inside each drive. The servo-drive accepts Hall

sensors to issue appropriate power signals for each motor. The

incremental encoder signal is fed back to the servo-drive and

then shaped into an emulated encoder to send feedback signals

to the NI 9514 drive interface module. Each NI 9514 module

accepts the feedback signal from its servo-drive and issues a

drive command back to the servo-drive. The drive command

varies between ±10 V which is converted to the appropriate

torque command after passing through the current loop.

Position control loops for each axis are implemented inside

a sbRIO 9632 from National Instruments. The program code

is implemented in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

Another sbRIO-9632 is used to accommodate the CEE and/or

CCC algorithms. The emulated encoder signals are converted

to TTL level using a RS-485 to TTL adapter circuit and the

CCC signals, φ1 and φ2, are transmitted on digital channels

from the cross-coupling sbRIO to the position control sbRIO.

Parameter Value Unit

Drive Ground ball screw –
Motor Brushless servo 3-phase –
Encoder 0.125 µm rotary –
Encoder output A quad B, index –
Linear accuracy 12 µm
Linear Repeatability 2 µm
Max. linear velocity 150 mm/s
Screw lead 2 mm

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR THE LINEAR STAGES
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup (1 and 2) NI 9514, (3) sbRIO for position control,
(4) sbRIO for CEE and/or CCC, (5) RS-485 to TTL adapter, (6 and 7) Hall
sensors and incremental encoder adapter, (8) Axis-1, (9) Axis-2, and (10 and
11) AKD servo-drives
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Fig. 7. Friction characteristic (a) Axis-1 and (b) Axis-2

The control loop sampling rate is τs = 0.1 ms. The single

boards and servo-drives are connected to the host computer

through an ethernet hub. Reference contour interpolation and

data acquisition is a part of the host program. A picture of the

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.

According to (21), one should know disturbance upper

bound, Mi, to design the switch gain, κi. In the proposed

experiment setup, disturbance is dominated by friction. Also,

viscosity can be modeled fairly accurate as a linear term

proportional to axis velocity and be included in the system dy-

namic equations. On the other hand, stiction is discontinuous

and considerably larger than viscosity. Hence, the presented

friction test on the experimental setup is conducted to identify

stiction, the results of which are shown in Fig. 7. The collected

data confirms that both axes have almost identical stiction

characteristic with slightly larger level for negative speeds on

Axis-1. The combined stiction and Coulomb averaged models

are given as

f c

1
=







0.84, v1 > 0 or u1 > 0.84
u1, v1 = 0 or−0.91 ≤ u1 ≤ 0.84

−0.91, v1 < 0 or u1 < −0.91
(28)

f c

2
=

{

0.84 sign(u2), v2 6= 0 or |u2| > 0.84
u2, v2 = 0 or |u2| ≤ 0.84

. (29)

The data is collected for −30 mm ≤ pi ≤ 30 mm with five

different measurements for each point.

Unlike conventional feedforward friction compensation al-

gorithms that rely heavily on friction model and system identi-

ri + kp + +

di

ki
τis+ 1

1

s

Dist. Comp.

Axis i

vi piuiûi

− −

d̂i

Fig. 8. Closed-loop configuration for system identification of axis i

fication, adaptive disturbance estimation (25) does not require

further identification and tuning to account for the effects of

temperature and aging. The friction test is only conducted to

roughly estimate the disturbance upper bound, Mi, which will

be further reduced after disturbance compensation. In other

words, the friction identification gives a conservative estimate

of Mi.

For simplicity it is assumed that the servo-drive and its

current control loop is a part of each axis model. Hence, the

identified model shows the relationship between position in

mm and the drive command which varies between ±10 V.

Thus, after initial open loop identification, a proportional

controller, kp = 1, is designed for each axis. A closed-loop

configuration for system identification of each axis is shown

in Fig. 8. Initialization of parameters ki and τi is required

to conduct the identification experiment. The disturbance

compensation adaptively estimates di which is dominated by

friction, f c
i . However, due to parametric uncertainty and other

sources of disturbance, di does not arise only due to friction.

A sufficiently accurate estimate of system parameters results

in d̂i ≈ di. Thus, one can disregard the effect of disturbance

in the closed-loop system. The time domain reference signal,

ri, and position measurement, pi, are used for system identi-

fication. Given kp = 1, the closed-loop transfer function is

pi
ri

=
ki/τi

s2 + s/τi + ki/τi
. (30)

The System Identification toolbox of MATLAB is used to esti-

mate the second order closed-loop transfer function (30). Since

the disturbance compensation depends on nominal system

dynamics and requires initialization, one can update the control

loop after model identification and repeat the experiment to

obtain a more precise estimate of ki and τi.
Disturbance compensation (25) is initially designed based

on the open-loop system identification and then updated based

on the closed-loop system identification. After multiple iter-

ations the closed-loop identification gives the overall system

dynamics, for Axis-1 and Axis-2 respectively, as

G1(s) =
28.2

s(0.11s+ 1)
(31)

G2(s) =
41.8

s(0.17s+ 1)
, (32)

where the transfer function fit to estimation is excellent, (i.e.,

96.36% for G1(s) and 95.09% for G2(s)), which verifies the

effectiveness of the adaptive disturbance compensation. The

nominal state space model of each axis, equations (1) and (2)

with di = 0, is obtained from identified transfer functions (31)
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r1(θ) ISMC + Axis 1

Dist. Comp.

r2(θ) ISMC + Axis 2

Dist. Comp.

−C1
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C2

−

−

v1

p1

p2

v2

d̂1

d̂2

uismc

1

uismc

2

u1

u2

p̃1

p̃2

φ1

φ2

Fig. 9. Integrated CCC of a two-axis servosystem using ISMC [1], [22], [29]
and static CEE [15], [33], [35]

and (32). The nominal model is then used to design the ISMC

and disturbance compensation algorithm.

Remark 5: The servo-drive receives a drive command from a

NI 9514 drive interface module with 16 bits of resolution. The

incremental encoder generates 8,000 counts per mm. Thus,

DAC-encoder interface introduces a loop gain of 0.41 to the

experiment setup which needs to be compensated when the

control is implemented.

Using the obtained models the ISMC is designed, where

ai = bi = 20, ci = 50, wi = ω = 3000 rad/s, κi = 4,

and µi = 0.125. In the next section various experiments are

conducted to verify the effectiveness of the Newton-based CEE

and modified ISMC for cross-coupling for different contours.

The results of our proposed algorithm, shown in Fig. 4, are

compared with the contouring algorithm shown in Fig. 9,

where Gc(s) = 5+0.5s and the ISMC parameters are the same

as those given for the modified ISMC. Different variations

of contouring algorithm in Fig. 9 with [22] and without [1],

[29] static contour error estimation [15], [33], [35] have been

studied by other researchers . The conventional ISMC design

used in Fig. 9 operates on axis errors p̃i and ṽi while the

modified ISMC operates on modified errors p̌i and v̌i.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Feedrate, ϕc, is an important factor in contouring and equals

the contour linear velocity in mm/s, which for a circular

contour is defined as

ϕc = ωcrc, (33)

where ωc is angular velocity in rad/s and rc is the circle radius

in mm.

The dynamic CEE was first verified using numerical sim-

ulations with linear models similar to (31) and (32) and a

Coulomb friction model [10]. However, in reality the system

dynamics are more complicated with highly nonlinear terms.

Also, the linear model is valid in a small neighborhood

around the working point. More realistic system dynamics are

needed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
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Fig. 10. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental results
with feedrate (a) 10π, (b) 20π, (c) 30π, and (d) 40π mm/s and ωc = 2π rad/s

using numerical simulation. A comparison between numerical

simulation and experimental results is presented for different

feedrates. The same control algorithms with the same level of

numerical precision are used in both cases. The simulations

are conducted using linear models (31) and (32). Regardless of

the reference contour feedrate, the numerical simulation stays

far from experimental results, as shown in Fig. 10. Hence,

numerical simulation based on simplified model dynamics

cannot be used for performance verification. Moreover, the

position control is designed with robustness objectives in mind

to avoid high order system identification and to eliminate the

effect of external disturbances. Thus, this section focuses on

experimental results.

The preliminary experiments were carried out with 6 differ-

ent reference contours to show the effectiveness of the dynamic

CEE in contouring [9]. The presented experiments in this paper

include 13 different reference contours with the proposed

algorithm tuned to achieve the best possible contouring. The

experiments are conducted as follows: 1) the Newton-based

CEE performance and its improvement over the static CEE

is studied, 2) the modified feedback design is analyzed with

contour maps with different feedrates, and 3) the proposed

contouring algorithm is tested for sharp corners. In the first

two steps circular contours with different feedrate and radius

are used while in the third step an astroid reference contour

(see Fig. 15) is used to perform the experiments.

A. Performance of the Newton-Based CEE

A circular contour with rc = 10 mm and ϕc = 10π mm/s is

used. The contour error is not present in the position control,

i.e., γ = 0. The number of iterations are changed and the

CEE is compared with the actual contour error. Two criteria

are introduced to compare the effect of iteration number on

the CEE performance:

δmax = max
1≤j≤Nt

δ(jτs) (34)
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Fig. 11. Effect of number of iterations on the Newton-based CEE precision
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Fig. 12. Comparison between static and dynamic CEE for reference set Rπ

δave =
1

Nt

Nt
∑

j=1

δ(jτs), (35)

where δ(jτs) = | ‖ǫ(jτs)‖−‖ǫ
∗(jτs)‖ | is absolute estimation

error, where ǫ∗(jτs) is the actual contour error and ǫ(jτs) is

the contour estimate from CEE algorithm. Total number of

time steps is Nt. As shown in Fig. 11, after five iterations

the averaged value of the estimation error is very close to

zero. However, the maximum value can be slightly reduced

by increasing the number of iterations to ten. Iterations more

than ten have little effect on reducing the average or maximum

value. Hence, from this point forward the number of iterations

for the dynamic CEE is fixed at ten.

Consider a set of reference contours as

Rπ = {(ωc = π, ϕc = 5Kπ),K = 1, 2, · · · , 8} . (36)

The contour error gain is set to γ = 20 to achieve cross-

coupling. The performance of the dynamic CEE versus the

static CEE for Rπ is shown in Fig. 12. The dynamic estimate

reduces δmax and δave by an average factor of 37 and 81,

respectively, in comparison to the static algorithm.

B. Contours with Different Feedrates and Curvatures

Maximum and averaged contour errors are defined as fol-

lows

ǫ∗
max

= max
1≤j≤Nt

{‖ ǫ∗(jτs) ‖} (37)

ǫ∗
ave

=
1

Nt

Nt
∑

j=1

(‖ ǫ∗(jτs) ‖) . (38)

Another set of reference contours with higher angular speed

is defined as

R2π = {(ωc = 2π, ϕc = 10Kπ),K = 1, 2, 3, 4} . (39)
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Fig. 14. Variation of contour error for (solid red) the proposed scheme,
and (dashed blue) variable gain algorithms, where ϕc = 40π mm/s and (a)
ωc = π rad/s and (b) ωc = 2π rad/s

A comparison between contouring performance of the pro-

posed modified feedback (MF) scheme and the variable gain

(VG) algorithm for Rπ and R2π is shown in Fig. 13. The pro-

posed algorithm reduces ǫ∗
max

and ǫ∗
ave

by average percentages

of 29 and 60, respectively, forRπ in comparison to the variable

gain algorithm. The proposed algorithm reduces ǫ∗
max

and ǫ∗
ave

by average percentages of 27 and 65, respectively, for R2π in

comparison to the variable gain algorithm. A plot of contour

error evolution versus time for the proposed algorithm and

variable gain CCC is shown in Fig. 14 with ϕc = 40π mm/s

and ωc = π rad/s at the top plot and ωc = 2π rad/s at

the bottom plot. In both experiments the proposed modified

feedback design performs better than the variable gain CCC.

C. Sharp Corners

An astroid reference contour, as shown in Fig. 15, is used

to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for

contours with sharp corners. The contour completes one turn

in 2 s and the maximum feedrate is 60π mm/s. As shown in
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Fig. 16, while the absolute estimation error, δ, of the Newton-

based CEE stays less than 20 µm, the static CEE design has

considerably larger estimation error at the corners. However,

one may notice that the Newton CEE, in several points

between the corners, does not perform as precise as the static

CEE. There are two reasons behind this phenomenon: 1) the

feedrate increases as the contour lead point moves away from

the corners which reduces the accuracy of the Newton CEE.

After a transient, the accurate estimate is restored; and 2) the

reference map between the corners acts in favor of the static

CEE since it can be approximated precisely as a second order

curve which results in accurate static contour error estimate.

There is a performance trade-off between deep corners and

low order curves. The proposed algorithm highly improves the

performance around deep corners and is sufficiently accurate

elsewhere. However, the variable gain algorithm is highly

unreliable around deep corners and accurate for low order

curves. As shown in Fig. 17, the proposed algorithm tracks

corners more precisely than the variable gain algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments conducted demonstrate that the proposed

dynamic CEE achieves almost the exact estimate of actual

contour error regardless of reference feedrate and curvature.

Instead of designing a separate control for cross-coupling,

the concept of feedback modification is proposed to alleviate

the need for designing a separate CCC. Thus, ISMC control,

designed for each axis, is modified such that the effect of
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Fig. 17. Contouring performance of the proposed algorithms versus the
variable gain design

contour error is incorporated in the position control algorithm.

The theoretical analysis showed that the the modified ISMC

design results in perfect tracking and zero contour error. Our

proposed design results in a high-performance CEE, better

contouring precision, and less design steps. In comparison to

the variable gain CCC class of methods, the proposed design

reduces contouring error by a factor of two. Moreover, sharp

corners are also tracked more precisely.

Future research should consider an industrial scale stage

in commercial machines which may perform quite differently

compared to a laboratory scale two-axis stage from several

perspectives such as friction effects, inertial effects, and vi-

bration.
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